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Key points
•

The rapid rise in the adoption of connected TVs – with 1.8 billion connected-TV devices expected globally by
2016 – does not signal a decline for pay TV, which will remain a robust business.

•

We are seeing a growing number of partnerships between operators and device manufacturers, with
Microsoft and Samsung the most active so far.

•

There is no single global trend for the adoption of connected TV or pay TV. There are significant differences
between markets, so players must adapt their strategies to reflect local market conditions.

•

Informa has quantified the opportunities for connected content in certain key markets. The US represents
the best opportunity, but all markets are showing promise in some areas.

•

Apple or Google may well come up with a truly disruptive offering, but operators' and device firms' best
defense is to act now.

•

The key to successful connected strategies is mutually beneficial arrangements where all partners can
succeed. Neither operators nor device manufacturers can succeed on their own.

Market status: Connected

the pay-TV market will prove

to the growing availability of

TV’s rapid rise doesn’t signal a
decline for pay TV

remarkably robust. The number
of new pay-TV subscriptions will
continue to grow strongly, thanks

lower-cost services and take-up
in emerging markets. Relatively
few homes will cancel their

The idea that TV manufacturers have
everything to gain, and operators
everything to lose, is widely shared,
as an Informa industry survey on
connected TVs last year confirmed
(see fig. 3).
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570 million homes worldwide will have a connected-TV device by 2016
Fig. 2: Global, pay-TV and connected-TV homes, 2011-2016
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The threat to pay-TV operators
seems clear: Connected TVs have
been designed largely to bring
online video and other popular
PC-based Internet services to the
operator’s home turf, the TV screen.
By end-2016, the number of homes
with these devices will be equal
to nearly two-thirds of the global
pay-TV subscriber base (see fig. 2)

By 2016, there will be 1.8 billion connected TV devices globally
Fig. 1: Global, installed base of connected-TV devices, 2011-2016
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Connected-TV devices will become
one of the fast-selling types of
consumer electronics product
in history. According to Informa
Telecoms & Media’s forecasts,
there will be more than 1.8 billion
devices – TVs, Blu-ray players, set-top
boxes, games consoles, and media
streaming boxes – with inbuilt Internet
connectivity in use in over 570 million
homes by end-2016 (see fig. 1).
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services, pay-TV services are
still far more popular outside the
US. Many of the most popular
premium OTT services are the
operators’ “TV Everywhere”
services, with most markets not
boasting the equivalent of, for
example, a Netflix.

Only 2% of global TV households will become “cord-cutters”
Fig. 4: Global, "cord-cutting" homes, 2011-2015
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Microsoft and Samsung account for most of the announced partnerships
to date
Fig. 5: Operator/device manufacturer partnerships, by region, Dec-11
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The potential for partnerships
between connected-TV
manufacturers and pay-TV
providers will vary greatly by
market, simply because the
adoption of either technology
or service will by no means be
uniform. In the mature markets of
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Market development: Think

Note: Chart shows responses to the following question: Thinking about the following companies/
groups of companies, who will gain the most and who will lose the most from connected devices?
Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

Share of pay-TV market (%)

To date, Informa counts a total of
37 partnerships globally between
operators and connected device
manufacturer: Microsoft and
Samsung account for around twothirds of these (see figs. 5 and 6),
although LG has also announced
several high-profile partnerships.
By region, Europe leads, due to
the sheer number of operators
in the region, but partnerships
are occurring across the globe,
including the Middle East and Asia
Pacific.
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Today, the main way in which
operators and TV manufacturers
are partnering is by the former
offering their services on devices
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Value chains: Real partnerships
or “friends with benefits”?

CE manufacturers will gain the most from connected TV, traditional
operators the least, according to Informa’s survey
Fig. 3: Informa industry survey on who will gain/lose from connected devices

Respondents (%)

pay-TV subscriptions in favor of
over-the-top (OTT) alternatives.
Informa forecasts just 16.1 million
homes – equal to 2% of the global
pay-TV subscriber base – will have
“cut the cord” with their pay-TV
provider in this way by end-2015
(see fig. 4).

Source: Informa Telecoms & Media
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Partnerships between CE manufacturers and operators have been truly global in scale
Fig. 6: Announced partnerships between device manufacturers and operators, Dec-11
Country

Operator

Manufacturer and device
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for their services to homes that
wouldn’t otherwise pay for TV, by
offering them an entry-level or payper-view offer.
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At a very basic level, these
differences will determine the
nature of partnerships, including
the balance of power between
connected-TV manufacturers and
pay-TV providers (see fig. 8). In
Spain, for example, nearly a third
of homes will have one or more
connected TVs, but not pay TV.
In such cases, partnerships with
connected-TV manufacturers
present pay-TV providers with the
opportunity to expand the audience

Penetration levels of pay TV and connected TV vary significantly by country
Fig. 7: Connected-TV and pay-TV home penetration of households in major
markets, end-2016

Penetration (%)

Western Europe, for example, the
number of homes with one or more
connected-TV device will outweigh
those with pay TV. But in both
mature and developing markets
elsewhere, the opposite will be true
(see fig. 7).

Informa’s analysis suggests the
potential market for this new kind
of pay-TV strategy could be huge,
equal to several million homes

5

(see fig. 10), the balance of power
will be somewhat different.
The attractiveness to consumers
of the connected features of TVs
will be determined by the quality
of the services available via them.
While traditional pay-TV providers
remain the dominant channel for
TV programming, OTT services
might struggle to secure adequate
content from TV and media studios.
The strength and reach of pay-TV
providers can help them extend
their services onto new connected
screens. That said, the success of
Netflix in the US proves that an OTT
provider can successfully co-exist
with traditional providers in a
highly-penetrated pay-TV market
provided it has a suitably different
and attractive offering. As a result,
pay-TV providers in these markets
will still need to ensure competitive
placement on connected-TV
platforms to mitigate the threat of
subscribers spending less on their
packages and pay-per-view services
and more on OTT offerings.
Fully exploiting the opportunities
for partnerships in each market
requires a more nuanced
understanding that goes beyond

With connected TVs and without pay TV

With pay TV and without connected TVs
Balance of power
in partnerships
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In markets where pay-TV homes
outnumber – or are more or less
equal to those with – connected TVs

Connected device strategies must reflect the relative strength of pay TV
locally
Fig. 8: Selected major markets, percentage of homes with or without
connected TVs or pay TV, end-2016

Homes (%)

across the major markets of
Western Europe by end-2016 (see
fig. 9). But the identification of this
new market also represents a call to
action for pay-TV providers. Internet
firms and big media providers will
be equally interested in tapping
it with their own OTT offerings.
Therefore, the onus should be on
pay-TV providers in these markets to
court connected-TV manufacturers
for preferred placement on their
platforms.

Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

By 2016, nearly 27 million connected TV homes in the “Big Five” European
markets won’t be taking pay TV
Fig. 9: Homes with connected TVs and without pay TV in selected major
markets, end-2016
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Millions will still have pay TV but not connected TV by 2016
Fig. 10: Homes with pay TV and without connected TVs in selected major
markets, end-2016
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knowing the likely gap between
connected-TV and pay-TV homes.
In India, for example, some 83%
of homes won’t have fixed-line
broadband for much the same
reasons that 49% will have pay TV
but not connected TVs: coverage,
income levels and literacy.
Conversely, in mature markets,
the potential for and nature of
partnerships will be determined
by the level of sophistication
and dynamics of their pay-TV,
Internet and consumer-electronics
markets.

Informa’s scorecard:
Quantifying the local
opportunities for connected
content
A number of factors make for
a thriving operator/connecteddevice partnership ecosystem.
High connected-device, pay-TV
and broadband penetration are
all, of course, important, but
there are other factors at play. A
thriving OTT content landscape
means that operators have more
competition for eyeballs and
revenues on connected devices,
but it also means that they are
likely to be more inclined to work
with connected-device providers to
compete. It also means that online
video advertising infrastructure will
be more developed. The likelihood
of consumers cutting the cord and
dropping their pay-TV services,
and the ability and willingness
for pay-TV operators to invest in
working with connected devices, is
also crucial.
Informa believes that the US, France
and the UK are among the most
fertile markets for connected-TV and
operator partnerships (see fig. 11).
But there is real potential even in
those markets where, on the surface,

The US shows the most potential for operator/connected-TV partnerships, but all
markets show promise in some areas
Fig. 11: Connected-TV and operator partnership potential, scorecard by market
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the business case may seem harder.
China, for example, has lower
broadband, pay-TV and connecteddevice penetration than some of its
Western neighbors yet still has a
number of factors in its favor:
• Innovative local CE
manufacturers including HiSense
and TCL;
• A thriving OTT landscape,
with local players like Tudou
and Youku investing heavily in
premium content;
• A regulatory regime that favors
pay-TV operators on connected
devices over other providers.

Future strategies:
Partnership of equals will
succeed
In creating a connected-device
strategy, both operators and
connected consumer-electronics
firms need to identify what each
partner in the value chain can bring
to the table.

Operators must have a clear
connected strategy
The strategy most suitable for an
operator depends on the nature
of their business, what their KPIs

© 2012 Informa UK Ltd. All rights reserved. www.informatandm.com

are (e.g., reduced churn, increased
brand recognition), the conditions of
their local market and their position
within that market. Operators must
avoiding simply pursuing a “me too”
connected-device strategy and think
carefully about what they wish to
achieve.
For example, an IPTV operator that
wishes to offer TV services in a way
to reduce churn may well choose
to offer services over connected
devices without mandating the need
for a set-top box, as its ultimate aim
is simply to make it easier and more
attractive for users to take a tripleplay service.
Larger cable or DTH operators,
which are more likely to be
interesting in driving existing TV
ARPU, should allow users to use
the connected device as a second
set-top box.
Numerous factors – an operator’s
legacy delivery method (IPTV, DTH
or cable), its size, competitive
position – will dictate the right
connected-device strategy (see figs.
12 and 13).

7

The rationale for partnering with CE firms varies hugely by operator
Fig. 12: Connected-TV and operator partnership strategy segmentation
Strategy

Description

Example

Make your content go further

The classic “TV Everywhere” strategy – offer the content your customers
already pay for on multiple devices, maintaining the operator’s relevance
and dissuading users from cutting the cord

Comcast and Samsung, US

Off-net selling

Sell pay-TV services to customers that are not in your footprint (cable, IPTV)
or who cannot access your primary delivery method (e.g., customers in
homes that cannot install satellite dishes)

Time Warner Cable and Samsung, US

TV taster

Offer a limited version of your service in order to entice customers to
subscribe to the full package

Orange and LG, France

Take your TV with you

Allow subscribers to use their pay-TV subscriptions in second homes,
holiday residences or anywhere with a fixed-broadband connection

BSkyB and Xbox 360, UK

Entry-level TV

Offer a cheaper, lower-tier version of your full TV service, aimed specifically
at lower ARPU subscribers

Telecom Italia/Cubovision and Samsung, Italy

Multiple rooms, one box

Charge for multiroom services without funding another set-top box

PCCW and PS3, Hong Kong

Upselling and bundling

Use content delivery via connected devices to sell broadband and other
bundles to TV-only single-play customers

BSkyB and Xbox 360, UK

Global rollout

Use connected TVs to roll out a TV service outside your home market

Etisalat and LG, Middle East

STB replacement

Use the connected device as a replacement for the set-top box

AT&T and Xbox 360, US

VOD upsell

Use connected TVs to sell VOD to all users

Belgacom and Samsung, Belgium

Push Internet brand
to the mainstream

Push an existing, popular online brand to the mass market via connected TV

Deutsche Telekom/Videoload and Philips, Germany

Managed-service alternative

Offer OTT services via connected devices as a direct replacement for a
managed-TV service

Telstra and Samsung/LG, Australia

Keeping premium content
premium

Offer only the most premium of your content via connected devices,
reinforcing its value and persuading customers to upgrade their packages

DirecTV/NFL Sunday Ticket and PS3, US

Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

Operators should embrace retail
and promotion

Operator strategies must be driven by business imperatives

Informa believes that there are
also a number of other ways in
which operators and connected-TV
manufacturers can broaden their
partnerships beyond simply offering
services via devices (see fig. 14).

Factor

Recommended connected-device strategy

Drive ARPU

Allow customers to use connected devices as their secondary devices,
while continuing to charge for multiroom access

Drive value-added services/
a-la-carte purchases

Focus your connected-device efforts on VOD

Reduce opex

Allow users to use connected devices as their primary devices

Reduce churn

Offer as full a “TV Everywhere“ experience as possible to discourage users
from cutting the cord

The connected-TV value chain is
a complex one, but there are a
number of places that an operator
can add value. In retail and
promotion, for instance, they can
bundle connected devices with a
broadband or TV connection, helping
to sell the devices via their retail
presence and encouraging buyers
to connect and use their devices.
Today, connection and usage rates
on connected devices, particularly
TVs, are low, and operators have
a key role to play here. Informa
sees five key retail strategies that
operators can play:

Attract new customers

Use connected devices as a way to allow users to trial your full service

Upsell users to higher tariffs

Limit only your highest value content to connected devices

Drive RGUs

Limit content to those that subscribe to broadband and TV

Improve brand recognition

Offer a “snapshot” of your TV service via connected devices, and promote
heavily

Appeal to new audiences

Use connected devices to target a particular audience (e.g., younger,
upmarket, etc.)

Fig. 13: Connected-TV partnerships, strategic considerations for the operator

Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

•

•

Rebates as subscriber rewards:
Operators can offer rebates on
devices or services as a means
of rewarding subscribers.
Cross-marketing potential: Both
retailers and manufacturers may
be keen to promote an operator’s

© 2012 Informa UK Ltd. All rights reserved. www.informatandm.com

rebate offering. Retailers are
likely to promote the rebate to
encourage users to purchase
higher-end devices. In some
cases, users will be pointed
towards operator services they
did not know existed or the offer

8

The connected-TV value chain is multifaceted, but there are several roles for operators
Fig. 14: Connected-device value chain and potential operator participation
Major role for operators

Some role for operators

Rights holders,
studios, content
producers (e.g.,
FIFA, Endemol,
Lionsgate)

Broadcaster
(e.g., NBC)

Advertiser

Media agencies,
creative agencies

Little/no role for operators

OTT aggregator,
pay-TV operator
(e.g., Sky, Hulu)

Online video
platforms, video
technologies
(e.g., Adobe,
Brightcove)

CDN/content
distribution
(e.g., Akamai)

Connected-TV
integrators
(e.g., Ioko,
Accedo)

Service
distribution
platform A
(e.g., Google TV)

Device
manufacturer
(e.g., Sony)

Consumer

Service
distribution
platform B
(e.g., LG)

Device
manufacturer
(e.g., LG)

Consumer

Video ad
network

Video ad server

Payment engine/
billing

Retailer/customer
support provider
Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

•

•

will be enough of a push for
them to try the service.
Enabling new and core services:
Five key services can drive up
triple-play subscriber ARPU –
HD, 3D, VOD, multiroom and
faster broadband services – so
operators would be best-served
offering rebates on devices that
complement these services.
Offering a rebate on a device
that will not drive up demand for
any of these services will be less
beneficial to the operator.
Distinguishing between premium
and basic: By only offering a
rebate for premium packages,
operators can separate these
packages further from the
cheaper tiers of service. In the
short term, the additional revenue
will be offset by the money
invested in the rebate. How quickly
this incentivized upsell begins

•

to earn additional revenues is a
factor of how large a rebate is
offered, and operators must be
careful not to overcompensate
their subscribers.
Replacing the STB: Pay-TV
providers are migrating away
from a system whereby each
room needs its own fully-fledged
STB to one where a central
device acts as media hub to
client STBs and connected
devices. The incentive for this
is a push to reduce the costs of
deploying multiroom services.

Operators must extend their role
in other areas
Customer support
The key hindrance holding back
the connected-TV market is the
small number of those connected
TVs that are actually being
connected and used within the

© 2012 Informa UK Ltd. All rights reserved. www.informatandm.com

home. Manufacturers have not
always made it easy for users to
connect. Even in the US, many of
the TVs available only come with an
Ethernet port by which the TV can be
connected and Wi-Fi remains rare.
Many manufacturers lack the direct
relationship with the customer and
have very little history in helping
users connect their devices. Those
that have experimented in this –
think Best Buy and its Geek Squad
service – have found that this kind
of customer support is extremely
valuable, and have reaped the
rewards. Service providers have
much to gain and offer from helping
to connect the home. They are very
experienced in persuading customers
to connect and use devices, while
they themselves can only benefit
from increasing the usefulness of the
network they provide.

9

Enable consumers to pay for
content and apps on connected
devices via an operator’s monthly
bill. Paying for content on
connected devices is often not
straightforward and working
with the operators will allow TV
manufacturers to remove some of
the friction and barriers to entry
for this.

Content distribution
Offer local/on-net CDN services
directly to device manufacturers,
or act as an intermediary between
the device manufacturer and
service provider. This is all the
more important in the world of
connected devices, since video must
be delivered at a far higher quality to
be enjoyed at a comparable level to
managed TV.

Telecoms operators need a
radical solution
Many telecoms operators have a
particular problem to solve. They
entered the TV market in the
previous decade in a bid to increase
or stabilize broadband ARPU and
prevent customers from churning
to cable operators, but few have
managed to undermine traditional
pay-TV operators.

According to Informa Telecoms
& Media, there were just under
35 million homes subscribed to
conventional IPTV services at the
end of 2011, equal to less than 5% of
pay-TV subscribers worldwide (see
fig. 15). More strikingly, nearly twice
as many homes had one or more
connected-TV device. By end-2016,
connected-TV homes will outnumber
IPTV homes by 7.5 to one.

to define new kinds of pay-TV
services that will attract customers
reluctant to pay for conventional
pay TV and subscribers looking for
something new or better value. As
such, telecoms operators have the
most to gain and the least to lose
from taking a radical approach.

Act now to anticipate the Apple
"threat"

Although a handful of telecoms
operators have succeeded – and
will continue to do so – in the TV
market, most have to accept that
they can’t compete on the same

Apple's and Google's forays into the
connected-TV market have not yet
borne fruit. But service providers
and CE firms should not rule out
either - or indeed a new entrant coming up with a truly disruptive

terms with established pay-TV
providers. Connected-TV devices
offer telecoms operators the chance

offering. In the meantime, the
positive approach Informa has laid
out represents the best defense.

IPTV growth will be dwarfed by connected TV in the next five years
Fig. 15: Global, TV homes by selected types, 2011-2016
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Conclusions and recommendations
Identify regional opportunities
Local markets are evolving in
quite different ways, dependent
on a number of specific factors.
Therefore any connected-device
strategy must be built around
local consumer trends and local
adoption of devices and services,
rather than trends specific to the
US market, for example. Informa
Telecoms & Media can help

companies identify opportunities
in the 200+ markets we cover
globally.

Focus on "why me?", not
"me-too"
What are you trying to
achieve? Operators and device
manufacturers must have
measurable, agreed objectives
in order to create a successful
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connected-device strategy. Once
those are agreed, new partnerships
can be created to help you achieve
them.

Operators must seize the
opportunity
Informa believes the rise of
connected devices represents
a great opportunity for pay-TV
operators to extend their offering
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across multiple screens, including
connected TVs. There may be a
threat from OTT providers but,
if you have the content and the
subscribers, you can strengthen
audience loyalty by offering an
enhanced service. That will involve
new partnerships with device
manufacturers and Internet service
providers, among others.

Device manufacturers need
help to maximize the value of
connectivity
For companies making TVs and
other connected devices, future

sales look good, but if buyers end
up with a connectable rather than
a connected device, the potential
benefits of connectivity will be lost.
Manufacturers don’t want to go back
to selling low-margin “dumb panels”:
Connectivity and the ability to deliver
content experiences across multiple
devices are important differentiators
that will increase consumer brand
loyalty. However, Informa’s recent
“mystery shopper” exercise revealed
widespread ignorance among UK
high street retailers about what
connected or “smart” TVs can provide.
Manufacturers have a key role to play

to educate consumers, but must work
with operators and retailers to do so.

executives, and devising a scorecard
to quantify the effectiveness of each
strategy.

Global, Internet services and
traffic interactive forecasting tool,
2010-2015

Get used to co-existence
Operators and device
manufacturers are both going to
be around as part of a consumer’s
content ecosystem. In this
emerging value chain, it may not yet
be clear what a good deal looks like
– but make collaboration a priority
and, where possible, harness the
disruptive threat, rather than trying
to destroy or ignore it. Both sides
should focus on building mutually
beneficial arrangements.

Methodology
This white paper is the product
of Informa Telecoms & Media’s
continuous research into Internet,
TV and consumer electronics
markets worldwide. Throughout
the year, our analysts gather
quantitative and qualitative
information about over 200 countries
and multiple sectors through
primary research to produce
analyses, case studies, datasets
and forecasts to provide a detailed
picture of the telecoms and media
markets as a whole. This paper
draws in particular on several key
research streams and deliverables
Informa produced in 2011, including:

Rebate trumps direct retail for
triple-play operators
This report provides
recommendations about the
role pay-TV operators can play
in the distribution of connected
TVs, games consoles and other
connected-TV devices. The research
was conducted by identifying and
gathering data and information
about key real-world case studies
from around the globe, telephone
interviews with key service provider

Global, multiscreen readiness index
This interactive tool gives an
indication of the potential for
multiscreen services in 46 of the
world's most-populated countries.
It is based on forecasts for five
key forms of service delivery and
device: mobile broadband; fixed
broadband; pay TV; smartphones;
and connected-TV devices. The
underlying data was produced
by Informa’s five-strong central
forecasting team in conjunction
with the company’s 65 country- and
topic-facing analysts.

Global, Internet-enabled devices
and corresponding services
This database tracks announced
Internet-enabled devices and
the content services they provide
access to by: manufacturer; service
name; announced video services;
other Internet applications; and
geographic availability. Data is
maintained by Informa’s team of
regional analysts.
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This tool provides a means of
viewing and charting the entire
output of Informa Telecoms
& Media's Internet traffic and
service forecasts, which cover
20 services across 13 markets
and eight regions. The tool also
contains three scenarios (Core,
Conservative and Aggressive) to
help users understand the level of
risk that exists within this dynamic
area. Forecasts are based on a
combination of both bottom-up
and top-down approaches, with
base-level service user and usage
data reconciled with top-level
anonymized traffic data provided to
Informa by a number of companies.

Global “cord-cutters” to have only
limited impact on pay TV
This report quantifies the likely
impact of the phenomenon known
as “cord-cutting”, where households
cancel or allow their pay-TV
subscriptions to lapse in order to
use OTT video as an alternative. The
research is based on quantitative
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and qualitative inputs gathered
throughout the course of its
continuous research into pay-TV
markets worldwide.

Global, cord-cutting households,
2010-2015
This set of forecasts estimates the
number and market penetration
of pay-TV-subscribing households
that cancel or allow their pay-TV
subscriptions to lapse in order to
use OTT video delivered “overthe-top” of the Internet as an
alternative. The set covers a fiveyear forecast period and contains
breakdowns for six regions and 70
major markets. The research is
based on quantitative and qualitative
inputs gathered from industry
contacts throughout the course of its
continuous research into global TV
markets.

Anti-cord-cutting strategies:
Pay-TV operators look to bundling
to counter the risk
This report provides
recommendations about strategies

that pay-TV service providers can
employ to mitigate the risk of
households cancelling or allowing
their pay-TV subscriptions to
lapse in order to use OTT video
as an alternative. The research
was conducted by identifying and
gathering data and information
for key real-world case studies
from around the globe, telephone
interviews with key service provider
executives, and measuring each
strategy’s effectiveness against
the service providers’ financial
and operational key performance
indicators.

polled 125 telecoms, media and
consumer electronics executives
drawn from Informa Telecoms
& Media’s global database of
speakers and attendees of the
company’s events, including
IP&TV World Forum, OTT TV World
Summit, Connected Home World
Summit and CDN World Summit.

Informa’s Connected TV Survey
2011: Opportunity, change and
uncertainty

business model the Australian
telecoms incumbent has built and
the results it has achieved, using
primary data about the company
and the Australian telecoms and TV
markets, before employing a SWOT
analysis to judge the effectiveness
of the strategy. The research is
based on presentations given by
Telstra at Informa events and
interviews conducted with Telstra
executives by Informa analysts.

This report compares and
contrasts the responses to an
online survey Informa conducted in
March and April 2011 in conjunction
with the company’s market-leading
IP&TV World Forum event with
Informa’s view on the future of the
market for connected-TV devices
and services. The online survey

Case study: Telstra’s connected-TV
strategy
This case study provides a detailed
analysis of Telstra’s strategy
to use connected-TV devices to
advance its aims as a TV service
provider. The study examines the

Working with Informa
Informa Telecoms & Media’s strategic insights, key market data and forecasts have led the market for
more than 25 years. We have 65 analysts in nine research offices offering pragmatic and actionable
advice to the leading global players in the telecoms and media sector. Our clients represent all parts
of the value chain, from telecoms operators to pay-TV providers, from content providers to device
manufacturers. Our syndicated research and comprehensive databases provide vital data and analysis
focusing on the global telecoms and media markets, and are widely used and valued by industry
professionals and thought leaders. We also provide a range of consultancy and bespoke research
services, including white papers, webinars, strategy sessions and executive presentations.
For more details on Informa Telecoms & Media and how we can help your company identify future trends and
opportunities, please contact dominic.offord@informa.com
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